
In the heart of the basaltic flows of Jaujac
ARDECHE DES SOURCES ET VOLCANS - JAUJAC 

Altimetric profile

 
Min elevation 361 m Max elevation 603 m

Useful information

Practice : Hike 

Duration : 3 h 

Length : 7.4 km 

Trek ascent : 352 m 

Difficulty : Medium 

Type : Loop 

Themes : Fauna - Flora, Géologie, Lac - Rivière

- Cascade 

Trek

Departure : Town hall, Jaujac

Arrival : Town hall, Jaujac

Markings :  PR 

Cities : 1. JAUJAC 2. FABRAS 

Departure from the town hall, Champ de Mars square. Reach the street de « La Molle ». Follow Thueyt

right direction.

The Castelas is the older district of Jaujac, it is overhanging by a twelve century ruin keep castle. At the

bridge exit, take right and go along the Lignon by walking on the path that goes down toward the bank.

Pass the bridge known as roman bridge and take the calade. Above the road a belvedere will inform you

about the volano eruption. Continue the way to Monteil hamlet. Cross the hamlet to La Roche post.

Arrived at La Roche, follow « Jaujac 9km » direction. The path cross an ancient chestnut grove.

Arrived at the paved road, take left to the Sérangelier post.

Follow « Fabras 5.1km » direction. Cross 2 times the road and about 30m take the path on your left.

You are at la Brousse, follow « Fabras 3.9km ». Go down the calade that snakes to the Lignon. Cross the

Echelette bridge and enjoy the view from the belvedere.

Walk kalong RD5 on the right for 250m and get higher than Bonneval post. Cross the road carefuly and go

up the path.

At Larmande, follow « Jaujac 2.2km ». At 250m take the way that goes down on the right and reach

RD19.

Before the primary school, pass the zebra crossing and continue the way. Reach Champ the Mars square

on your right walking along the church.
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 Advices 

The loop is delineated by yellow and white painting.

How to come ? 

Access

From Aubenas N102 to Lalevade d’Ardèchethen on the left the D19 Jaujac direction. From the est or the north,

take D5 after Neyrac-les-Bains from the national 102.

Advised parking

At the entrance of the village and in the village (school, post office) there are lots of car parks.

 Information desks 

Tourism Office

tourisme@sourcesvolcans.com

https://sourcesvolcans.com
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